Ir Jolly WONG, Chief Police Telecommunications Engineer of the Information Systems Wing, Hong Kong Police Force

Ir Jolly WONG, a graduate of IVE (Morrison Hill), the former Morrison Hill Technical Institute, with a Diploma in Electronic Engineering, is the Chief of the Police Information and Communications Systems. He considers the various sophisticated equipment and technologies used by the police force as his children.

He regards the CCII with utmost pride.

Ir Jolly WONG is known to the people of Hong Kong for the third generation command and control communications system (CCII) he designed and developed, which has prevented eavesdroppers from hacking into sensitive police information. Even the press media reporters cannot tune in to the police radio channels. Jolly jokingly said that the media may not consider him a very good friend.

Although he may not be welcome in the press, he is very proud that the CCII performed effectively during the 6th Ministerial Conference of the World Trade Organisation hosted by Hong Kong in 2005.

"At that time, over 9,000 police officers assumed their tactical positions around the Convention Centre in Wan Chai, and media from various parts of the world arrived to cover the event. The jumble of signals transmitted from our signal transmission station, the CCII hand phones carried by the police, the media broadcasting vehicles, and the various satellite receivers could have caused chaos in communications. However, the CCII ensured smooth and reliable communications for the police, even when the conflict with the angry Korean farmers occurred. As our communications were not interrupted, the police were able to organize, plan, and control the situation on the site most effectively."

CCII has greatly upgraded the reliability of the 999 reporting system and has enabled the accurate and fast processing of every single emergency call for help. The system clinched the e-Government Gold Award of Hong Kong ICT Award in 2006 and 2007. CCII was awarded the Improvement Service Prize (Special) by the Civil Service Bureau, and its performance has also been widely recognized.

Jolly shows the reporter the screen room at the police headquarters in Wan Chai where the stringent testing of the communications system is being done.

He has high satisfaction with work.

Jolly has many unforgettable experiences working in the Hong Kong Police Force (HKPF), such as the repair of "Xiao Lu Bai" (小露霸) in the screen room and when he stayed on duty overnight at cell site at hilltop during a No. 10 storm.

"Over the past 28 years, I have been lucky to be in charge of the communications system in various units and divisions of the police such as the police tactical unit (PTU), the anti-riotaway unit on the border, the traffic (speeding) enforcement unit, the marine police, and even the special duties unit (SDU). Different units of the police require different knowledge and technologies, and this is why the work does not bore me."

"With the continued development of technologies, communications equipment has moved with the times. We need to learn new technologies to face the challenges of the future, such as global anti-terrorism."

Jolly also continues to upgrade himself, as he actively participates in academic research and attends various international conferences on behalf of the HKPF and Hong Kong Institution of Engineers.

The world is changing, and we believe that with his enthusiasm at work, Jolly will find boundless satisfaction.
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Ir Jolly WONG is known to the people of Hong Kong for the third generation command and control communications system (CCII) he designed and developed, which has prevented eavesdroppers from hacking into sensitive police information. Even the press media reporters cannot tune in to the police radio channels. Jolly jokingly said that the media may not consider him a very good friend.

Although he may not be welcome in the press, he is very proud that the CCII performed effectively during the 6th Minister Conference of the World Trade Organisation hosted by Hong Kong in 2005.

“A lot of people assumed the role and played a key role in the event. The Jungo of Signals transmitted from our signal transmission station, the CCII hard phones carried by the police, the media broadcasting vehicles, and the various satellite receivers could have caused chaos in communications. However, the CCII ensured smooth and reliable communications for the police, even when the conflict with the angry Korean farmers occurred. As our communications were not interrupted, the police were able to organize, plan, and control the situation on the site most effectively.”

CCII has greatly upgraded the reliability of the 999 reporting system and has enabled the accurate and fast processing of every single emergency call for help. The system clinched the e-Government Gold Award of Hong Kong ICT Award in 2006 and 2007. CCII was awarded the Improvement Service Prize (Special) by the Civil Service Bureau, and its performance has also been widely recognized.

He has high satisfaction with work.

Jolly has many unforgettable experiences working in the Hong Kong Police Force (HKPF), such as the repair of “Xiao Wu Bai” (小黄警) in the screening room and when he stayed on duty overnight at cell site at hilltop during a No. 10 storm.

“Over the past 28 years, I have been lucky to be in charge of the communications systems in various units and divisions of the police such as the police tactical unit (PTU), the anti-smuggling unit on the border, the traffic (speeding) enforcement unit, the marine police, and even the special duties unit (SDU). Different units of the police require different knowledge and technologies, and this is why the work does not bore me.”

“With the continued development of technologies, communications equipment has moved with the times. We need to learn new technologies to face the challenges of the future, such as global anti-terrorism.”

Jolly also continues to upgrade himself, as he actively participates in academic research and attends various international conferences on behalf of the HKPF and Hong Kong Institution of Engineers.

The world is changing, and we believe that with his enthusiasm at work, Jolly will find boundless satisfaction.
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